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Abstract: With the emergence of cloud technologies, the services of healthcare
systems have grown. Simultaneously, machine learning systems have become
important tools for developing matured and decision-making computer applica-
tions. Both cloud computing and machine learning technologies have contributed
significantly to the success of healthcare services. However, in some areas, these
technologies are needed to provide and decide the next course of action for
patients suffering from diabetic kidney disease (DKD) while ensuring privacy
preservation of the medical data. To address the cloud data privacy problem,
we proposed a DKD prediction module in a framework using cloud computing
services and a data control scheme. This framework can provide improved and
early treatment before end-stage renal failure. For prediction purposes, we imple-
mented the following machine learning algorithms: support vector machine
(SVM), random forest (RF), decision tree (DT), naïve Bayes (NB), deep learning
(DL), and k nearest neighbor (KNN). These classification techniques combined
with the cloud computing services significantly improved the decision making
in the progress of DKD patients. We applied these classifiers to the UCI Machine
Learning Repository for chronic kidney disease using various clinical features,
which are categorized as single, combination of selected features, and all features.
During single clinical feature experiments, machine learning classifiers SVM, RF,
and KNN outperformed the remaining classification techniques, whereas in com-
bined clinical feature experiments, the maximum accuracy was achieved for the
combination of DL and RF. All the feature experiments presented increased accu-
racy and increased F-measure metrics from SVM, DL, and RF.

Keywords: Cloud computing; diabetic kidney disease; machine learning;
prediction system; privacy preservation; integrity of data; secured data
transmission; homomorphic authentication

1 Introduction

The privacy of patient data has become one of the most pressing concerns. In order to protect sensitive
information, there are a number of security strategies and encryption algorithms available [1–3]. Due to the
widespread use of machine learning and particularly disease prediction machine learning, it is necessary to
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collect and transfer data from hospitals via the Internet to train a model. Thus, such sensitive and private data
is at risk of being leaked. Therefore, a critical concern for the sharing of intelligence is the feasibility of
performing machine learning on private datasets while preventing data leakage. As a result, we have
developed a machine learning-based DKD disease prediction system based on cloud computing
architecture. Data transactions between entities in the cloud are secured through homomorphic
cryptographic algorithms. This paper presents a privacy-protected machine learning algorithm based on
homomorphic encryption. A model is trained under the best of optimized hyper parameters under the
protection of the Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library, which uses multiplicative cyclic groups of
primes. Due to the member inference attack discussed in [4], malicious users could use the plaintext
gradient to train a shadow model to compromise the data security of others. Hence, we introduce
homomorphic encryption, which allows calculations to be performed on encrypted data without
decryption. Moreover, the result of the homomorphic operation after decryption is equivalent to the
operation on plaintext data [5]. The framework offers a multi-party privacy protected machine learning
framework that combines homomorphic encryption and machine learning to guarantee the protection of
data and model security during communications between consultants. Renal function impairment
occurring in the advancement of diabetes can predict the future medical condition of kidney disease (KD)
[6]. The chronic progression rate of DKD leads to a gradual decrease in the renal function [7], ultimately
causing renal failure [8]. The risk factors for DKD include lifestyle, unattended hyperglycemia,
dyslipidemia, and genetics. Lack of early recognition and clinical assessments can lead to end-stage renal
disease (ESRD) [9]. The major challenges are the detection of DKD in its initial stage as well as its
onset, overcoming which can improve DKD treatment outcomes in the kingdom. Although cloud
computing and healthcare systems are currently being used, healthcare prediction systems (HCPSs) render
services independently [10]. The integration of an HCPS with cloud computing can increase the rate as
well as the accuracy of the results provided by the HCPS [11,12]. Diabetes is a complex and chronic
illness that demands regular medical attention involving multifactorial risk-reduction strategies along with
glycemic control [13]. Globally, diabetes is an epidemic, which has led to a rise in DKD. However, its
symptoms are barely perceived until the patient collapses, thereby making the prevention of renal failure
a challenge. In most cases, DKD is interpreted clinically based on the presence of albuminuria. The
classic signs of DKD include persistent diabetes [13], albuminuria without hematuria [14], retinopathy
[15], and steadily progressive KD. Notably, DKD remains a prominent chronic complication of both
types of diabetes (Types 1 and 2), which subsequently leads to ESRD, accounting for approximately 50%
of the cases globally [16]. DKD is detected clinically by screening for persistent abnormal urine albumin
excretion and decrease in the estimate of the glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) [16]. Decreased eGFR and
increased albuminuria are the major causes of cardiovascular mortality [17–19]. The major cause of
mortality among patients with DKD is the excess load on the cardiovascular system [20]. Patients with
diabetes have more probability of dying, primarily from cardiovascular complications, than those with
ESRD [21]. Calcium phosphate homeostasis, arterial stiffening, and sudden cardiac death due to vascular
disorder and coronary artery disease are other pathological events reported for patients with DKD [22].
The predominance of diabetes is owing to the changing human lifestyle with reduced physical activity
and increased consumption of salt- and sugar-rich soft drinks and fast food, leading to obesity. Diabetes
is associated with life-threatening complications, such as KD, which can progress to ESRD, requiring
dialysis or kidney transplant [23]. The prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) is significant, and 90% of
diabetes patients have Type II DM [23]. Additionally, uremia is a raised level of blood urea and
nitrogenous waste that are not eliminated by kidney during renal disease. Uremic syndrome involves
accumulation in plasma of small uremic solute and toxins. These uremic solutes if failed to get excreted
out by kidney, they can exert toxic effects or disrupt key signaling pathways leading to life-threatening
complications [24]. Moreover, a recent study suggested that the increase in the prevalence of diabetes and
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) can increase renal therapy costs [25]. Thus, the present study determines
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the prevalence of DKD, emphasizing the need for its timely detection and generation of new knowledge to
significantly improve the lives of asymptomatic patients.

Platform as a service (PaaS) is a software development framework, and it is delivered over the internet to
personal computers and mobile devices [26,27]. It presents a platform utilizing software components and
tools from the other two layers within the cloud computing architecture. PaaS assists developers to
modify, assess, and launch their applications. PaaS providers manage the operating system, servers,
networking, virtualization, middleware, runtime libraries, and network security patches. Developers focus
only on software development and data, ignoring the maintenance of the supported tools. Using such a
setup, such as our framework, the development of a decision-making software can be beneficial because
of the lack of requirement of the maintenance of the supported software and hardware equipment as
mentioned in the service level agreement [28].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents, Section 3 presents the related
studies. Section 4 describes the implementation of the proposed framework for predicting DKD and the
medical data handling by homomorphic authentication for the privacy preservation of the different
schemes of the feature selection of the dataset. Section 4 presents the experimental results and discussion.
In the last section, the conclusions are drawn and future studies are suggested.

2 Literature Review

This section presents the most recent developments in the prediction services for DKD patients using
cloud computing. These innovative services are subsequently compared to the present study. We have
summarized the most recent advances in the areas of DKD services and prediction models. Cloud
computing and its layered architecture have more potential than the conventional network architecture for
significantly enhancing healthcare services. However, cloud computing has problems regarding service
management and service level agreements, which are beyond the scope of this study. Herein, we focused
on cloud service offerings. Table 1 lists the studies (presented as reference numbers) utilizing cloud-based
systems for predicting diseases. In this section, we have listed all the articles related to diseases,
particularly CKD and diabetes, as well as general health (GH).

Table 1: List of studies discussing cloud computing for health care

Reference AI model Diseases Cloud computing Privacy preservation Cryptography

[29] LR and NN CKD Yes None None

[30] Fuzzy NN GH Yes None None

[31] Stochastic prediction GH None None None

[32] None GH Yes Yes Yes

[33] LR and NN CKD Yes None None

[34] SVM DKD None None None

[35] PCA DM None None None

[36] Stochastic prediction DM Yes None None

[37] LR DM None None None

[38] None GH Yes Yes None

[39] None GH Yes Yes Yes

[40] None GH Yes Yes None

[41] None GH Yes Yes None
(Continued)
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A study emphasized the prediction of DKD in a cloud computing environment using hybrid
technologies such as neural networks and linear regression [37]. However, it was limited to only two
hybrid neural network strategies. A review article presented the potential of cloud service as a healthcare
and prediction system [38]. A mobile health system was built using the cloud and the Internet of Things
(IoT) for monitoring and diagnosing serious diseases; however, the diseases were not specified. A study
proposed a data collection strategy based on a probabilistic mechanism and performed correlation
analysis on the collected data. Moreover, it proposed a stochastic prediction model to predict the health of
patients based on their current health status [38]. Another study proposed a predictive analysis algorithm
using MapReduce techniques to identify DKD and its associated complications and to determine the
probability of its diagnosis [39]. The algorithms used in the above studies were subsequently used to
predict disease severity; however, they were not implemented for predicting any particular disease. The
most recent contributions in security and privacy [39–41] provide frameworks for storing and policies for
accessing medical records by key control schemes utilizing block chains and conventional encryptions
using the IoT and the cloud architecture. However, the block chain technique is CPU-intense and requires
a high bandwidth, and therefore, it is inappropriate for most resource-demanding IoT devices for remote
medical services [42]. Health-based cloud computing provides highly flexible and efficient services, such
as easy and ubiquitous access to patient data, and also has the potential for establishing new business
models. In addition to the major benefits, cloud computing and its extended IoT architecture can be used
to solve security issues, which are the main challenges for healthcare systems because of the daily data
transactions between their entities when serving diagnostic results. Hence, to secure patient data and
maintain privacy, numerous approaches have been proposed, and although these protocols are efficient,
they are also CPU-intense. Hence, such methods cannot be implemented for a healthcare system because
of the small size of the patient data [42,43]. Furthermore, these are conventional cryptographic methods,
and access to the cloud data while ensuring security and privacy is needed in an insecure cloud
computing architecture. Cloud computing architecture can provide quality care facility for patients using
data ML and deep learning techniques for making medical decisions and reducing the costs by efficiently
allocating resources in terms of personnel and equipment. Personal health records are provided by giant
companies, such as Microsoft, Google, and Life Sensors. These systems allow patients to store their
health records, which can also be retrieved by data protection techniques. Furthermore, patients can create
access control for their data records so that their respective doctors can also access them. However, such
access control policies can attract unwanted security breaches and also lead to the loss of privacy. These
disadvantages are mitigated by introducing advanced E-health cloud infrastructures, which are specialized
infrastructure for accessing medical services using well-defined software and hardware services. Under
the protection of privacy, the aforementioned machine learning models have been trained to yield the
most accurate results according to their respective hyper-parameters. The following are the advantages
based on which the ML algorithms were chosen as the primary algorithms in our proposed methodology:

� The suggested algorithms are extremely effective with a strong margin of separation of the datasets.

� They are most operative in high-dimensional spaces.

� They use a subset of the training dataset in the decision function; therefore, they are memory efficient.

Table 1 (continued)

Reference AI model Diseases Cloud computing Privacy preservation Cryptography

[42] None GH Yes Yes None

[43] None GH Yes Yes None
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3 Proposed Framework

Our proposed framework was implemented for the early detection of the end stage of DKD using the ML
classifiers, and the data transactions (viz patient data transmission) between the cloud server and the client
were privacy preserved. We used six classifiers for appropriately classifying DKD and its various features;
these classifiers were extracted from the UCI dataset and its subsets. Our approach used symptoms and
clinical data readings as the features to determine and predict the end stage of DKD. Fig. 1 shows our
proposed flow diagram. The client module contains the client system (typically operated by doctors), and
the server module includes a kidney event manager (KEM), data handler module, and report generator
module (these modules are managed by the cloud service provider). The client module collects the data
from the end users, such doctors, pathology departments, or any smart device(s) that can communicate
using the transmission control protocol/Internet protocol. The KEM acts on the patient data and executes
ML scripts to predict the level of disease severity. Finally, the report generator module generates reports
based on the KEM module instructions.

The data handler module allows doctors and pathologists to upload data on the server. The data must be
stored with access control of the database. Hence, we utilized some access-controlled database upload and
retrieval methods. To deal with a large database, we employed a secured virtual private network for storing
the dataset in the database. Smart devices that can communicate using the transmission control protocol/
Internet protocol or those that can feed medical records to our system were not used. However, we
utilized the UCI Machine Learning Repository datasets in the present study. The data pertaining to
patients contain sensitive and personal information which may be of interest to malicious users.
Consequently, it is imperative to ensure both the security of the proposed system as well as the security
of the underlying systems and components that constitute the proposed framework; additionally,
healthcare data must be protected both from external threats and from unauthorized access attempts from
within the network. In order to regulate and limit access to patient data, access control models using
cryptographic primitives, such as those based on public key infrastructure and public clouds, are
employed. These models are especially effective against both external and internal threats.
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Figure 1: Flow graph to illustrate the need for the proposed approach
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PaaS, a cloud computing model in which the cloud service provider distributes the hardware and
software tools generally required for application development by the users on the Internet. We used this
PaaS model to develop a DKD prediction system using ML algorithms. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed
PaaS-based cloud-assisted DKD framework comprising two major modules: client and server.

The DKD clinical data were uploaded to the remote PaaS database for further use by local and remote
consultants or healthcare professionals. Patients can access the framework by their mobile devices to
determine their next steps. The KEM conducts the complete supervision of the proposed framework and
its services. Moreover, in the PaaS container, it can allocate the required resources, report the
performance of the patient, and control administrative services, depending on the profile of each patient
and doctor. The PaaS platform assigns various virtual machine resources to execute the classifiers and
their sessions on the web server operating environment. For convenience, the abbreviations and their
corresponding definitions used in the paper are listed in Table 2.

Figure 2: Proposed PaaS-based prediction framework

Table 2: Privacy symbols and description

Signs and symbols Description

G1; G2; GT Cyclic group of order r & e

PBC Pairing-based cryptography

F Medical file or patient file

m1; m2; m3; . . .mn Logical division of medical data

Pk Public key

Sk Secrete key

Signk Applying HA algorithm

HA homomorphic authenticator

SecuredKeyGen secured key generation algorithm
(Continued)
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3.1 Medical Data Handling Using Homomorphic Authentication for Privacy Preservation

The privacy-preserving file scheme developed using a pairing-based cryptography (PBC) library file is
implemented by C programming and produces different-sized security bits, such as 80 or 160 bits. These bits
are used to generate the security parameter keys. The PBC library uses multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
numbers of r order. It also employs a hash function to generate random numbers within a cyclic group. The
cyclic groups are typically represented as G1; G2; and GT of prime orders r and e. We have built a privacy-
preserving data transmission scheme that uses a homomorphic authenticator (HA). HA schemes are
established using two key concepts known to provide malleability and block-less verification. Block-less
verification enables a cloud server to verify remote data in the absence of data and metadata. To execute
this process, we need to generate tags for all the blocks of the data. The cloud server uses these uniquely
numbered tag files to generate the proof of file storage. Any third party wanting to retrieve the medical
data from the cloud should possess a file tag. Initially, the client implements the setup and verifies the
phase. The setup and verify phases initialize the parameters, called as public and secret keys, to build this
process (preliminary process). Our proposed scheme consists of four algorithms: SecuredKeyGen,
SigningKey, GenerateProof, and Verifyproof. SecuredKeyGen is a secure key generation algorithm
executed by the client machine to setup the process (privacy-preserving scheme). Signing Key is
employed by the client to assign the proof-of-file tags to store on the cloud server. The proof includes the
HA, signatures, or other medical-related evidence (metadata) used for uploading medical data to the
server. Generate Proof is implemented by the cloud server to produce the proof of data storage
correctness, whereas Verify Proof is run by the medical personnel to assess the proof from the cloud
server. A client (medical personnel) can request verification of any medical data by issuing a challenge
message to the cloud server to ensure that the server has stored the medical data file. The server
subsequently responds with a message from a function of the stored medical data file, and it authenticates
metadata by executing Generate Proof. The client then validates the response using Verify Proof.

Each medical data file F ¼ m1;m2;m3; . . .mnð Þ, as shown in Fig. 3, uses an algorithm to create metadata
and Signing Key for authenticator. Subsequently, the server ensures the integrity of the unique identifier for
each file name, generating a signature using a private key. The public and secret can be obtained from the
Signing Key algorithm.

Pk ; Skð Þ  Signkð Þ: (1)

Table 2 (continued)

Signs and symbols Description

GenerateProof proof of data storage correctness

VerifyProof It verifies the received data from server

fileTags Medical data tags for the security purpose

metadatafile Medical file metadata

KEM kidney event manager

CSP cloud service provider

class
eGFR

Nominal
Estimated Glomerular filtration rate
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The client sends a file along with the metadata; subsequently, the server initially stores the file using
public and secret parameters, and quits if its verification fails. Hence, only authorized medical personnel
can view, store, and edit the medical data. The client executes the following equation to encode the file
blocks to store on the cloud server:

metadatafile; fileTags; Signk
� � SecuredKeyGenkð Þ (2)

To verify a storage without compromising the privacy of the medical data, the client issues a challenge
by selecting the file with a random value. The challenge message specifies the part of the file that needs to be
checked. After receiving the challenge from the client, the server generates the proof using Generate Proof.
The server executes the HAL algorithm with a random number, the public key, and the secret key, and along
with metadata of the file, the server generates the proof. With this information, the client generates the
verification using the response generated by the server.

The challenge can be issued using Eq. (3), where C is the challenge with a public key and file tags.

l ¼ Chal Pk ; FileTags; C
� �

(3)

Subsequently, the server computes the challenge by executing Eq. (4).

l ¼ compute lþ r mod pð Þ (4)

The client verifies the proof generated by the server by executing Eq. (5).

VerifyProof Pk ; metadatak ; c; lð Þ (5)

3.2 Dataset Preprocessing

The dataset formatting for this study is performed using the pre-processing technique presented in Fig. 4.
We used Python programming to build scripts for the support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT),
KNN, naïve Bayes (NB), random forest (RF), and deep learning (DL) algorithms. The UCI dataset for
DKD was downloaded from UCI website. The dataset can be ported directly into our framework, it was
preprocessed to suit our implementation. Subsequently, we performed a feature-based execution. The
above process was executed for each ML classifier technique. The results of all the ML techniques were
recorded based on the features marked for the DKD dataset. The DKD dataset was downloaded from the

Figure 3: Privacy preserving medical data storage
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UCI Machine Learning Repository. This dataset comprises 400 instances of data of various numerical
parameters and includes 24 attributes, of which 13 were employed to predict the end stage of DKD. Due
to the fact that these 13 factors are recommended by many medical research studies as being crucial in
identifying DKD in any given patient. Table 3 lists the factors that are included in our framework. The
400 instances of data in the dataset, obtained from various hospitals in Chennai, India comprise data from
250 DKD patients and 150 non-DKD patients. Table 3 summarizes the description of the types of
attributes. The UCI dataset contains the numerical values for most attributes; however, some are marked
as present or absent, e.g., CKD when present or absent can be marked as 1 or 0, respectively. Similarly,
hypertension, DM, coronary artery disease, pedal edema, and anemia are denoted as Boolean values.
Specific gravity is represented using a range of values, such as {1.005, 1.010, 1.015, 1.020, 1.025}.
Albumin is represented as {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} for its normal and abnormal ranges, whereas pus cells and red
blood cells are represented as normal and abnormal ranges.

Figure 4: Pre-processing phase

Table 3: Description of attributes of the DKD dataset from the UCI machine learning repository

Attribute Employed in our framework Description Type of value

Age Yes Age Numeric

BP Yes Blood pressure Numeric

Al NO Specific gravity Numeric

Su Yes Albumin Nominal

rbc NO Sugar Nominal

Pc NO Red blood cells Nominal

pcc Yes Pus cell Nominal

Ba NO Bacteria Nominal

bgr Yes Blood glucose random Numeric

Bu Yes Blood urea Numeric

Sc Yes Serum creatinine Numeric

sod Yes Sodium Numeric

pot Yes Potassium Numeric
(Continued)
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3.3 Feature Selection & Training and Testing Methodology

A description of the dataset’s features can be found in Table 3. CKD is a global health problem. Yearly
there is an increase in the total number of patients with CKD leading to ESRD. The etiology of CKD is
diverse. Most cases are secondary to DM and hypertension. Other causes include glomerular diseases,
leading to proteinuria KD. Because there is no treatment to reverse the renal damage caused by DKD and
hypertensive nephrosclerosis, the current treatment objective is risk factor control. This is also the case
for any type of CKD. Numerous studies including patients with Type 1 and Type 2 DM, hypertension,
and KD originating from other causes with high-grade proteinuria have demonstrated that altering these
factors can modify the CKD progression. Hence, clinicians should thoroughly assess CKD risk factors.
This includes assessment of diabetes control with glycosylated hemoglobin, blood pressure using
sphygmomanometers, and proteinuria using urine samples. Because atherosclerosis is a significant
contributor to CKD progression, hyperlipidemia treatment is also an important objective of the therapy.
Hyperlipidemia is treated by reducing the low-density lipoproteins. Hence, in the clinical scenario,
the management of all CKD patients, irrespective of the etiology, includes a good assessment of the
underlying risk factors and provision of treatment accordingly. CKD diagnosis is established by the
presence of kidney damage (urinary albumin excretion of 30 mg/day or more) or decreased kidney
function, which is defined by a reduced eGFR for 3 months or more, irrespective of the etiology. CKD
staging provides a guide for its management. The hyper parameters which have employed, are shown in
Table 4.

Table 3 (continued)

Attribute Employed in our framework Description Type of value

hemo Yes Haemoglobin Numeric

pcv NO Packed cell volume Numeric

wc NO White blood cell count Numeric

Rc NO Red blood cell count Numeric

htn Yes Hypertension Numeric

dm NO DM Nominal

cad Yes Coronary artery disease Nominal

appet NO Appetite Nominal

Pe NO Pedal edema Nominal

ane Yes Anemia Nominal

class NO Class Nominal

Table 4: Different ML models with hyper parameters to be tuned by the grid search technique

ML
models

Hyperparameters

SVM #Define model
#Define kernel (ploy, rbf, sigmoid)
#Define misclassified point as C = [50, 10, 1.0, 0.1, 0.01]
#Define gamma = [‘scale’] controls the distance of influence of a single training point.

(Continued)
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Among the 25 attributes used in DKD prediction, age and sex are attributes belonging to the personal
information of the patient. Hence, they do not have any impact on the prediction. However, the remaining
23 attributes are clinical values, which are absolute readings used in the DKD prediction. Hence, we used
all these attributes for our selected classifiers, which are discussed in the Results and Discussion section.
However, selecting the most significant attribute according to the American Association of Kidney

Table 4 (continued)

ML
models

Hyperparameters

#Define grid search # define grid search grid = dict (kernel=kernel, C=C, gamma=gamma)
#Define cross validation as RepeatedStratifiedKFold (n_splits = 10, n_repeats = 3,
random_state = 1)
Call GridSearchCV with the above mentioned parameters such as estimator=model, grid,
n_jobs=−1, cv, scoring=‘accuracy’ and error_score = 0
grid_result = grid_search.fit (X, y)

RF #Define model
#Define n_estimators = [10, 100, 1000]
#Define features = [‘sqrt’, ‘log2’]
#Define define grid search as n_estimators=n_estimators, max_features=max_features)
#Define cross validation CV as RepeatedStratifiedKFold (n_splits = 10, n_repeats = 3,
random_state = 1)
Apply gride search using earlier define parameters as estimator=model, param_grid=grid,
n_jobs=−1, cv=cv, scoring=‘accuracy’, error_score = 0)
Run grid_search.fit (X, y)

KNN #Define model = KNeighborsClassifier ()
Specify range of neighbors as 1, 21, 2
Define weights as ‘uniform’, ‘distance’
Use metric as [‘euclidean’, ‘manhattan’, ‘minkowski’]
Apply grid search grid = dict (n_neighbors=n_neighbors, weights=weights, metric=metric)
Use cross validation as RepeatedStratifiedKFold (n_splits = 10, n_repeats = 3, random_state =
1)
Run GridSearchCV (estimator=model, param_grid=grid, n_jobs=−1, cv=cv,
scoring=‘accuracy’, error_score = 0)
Use the most efficient by running grid_search.fit (X, y)

DT #Define the mode
Choose the estimators as [10, 100, 1000]
Define grid search using dict (n_estimators=n_estimators)
Apply Cross validation as RepeatedStratifiedKFold (n_splits = 10, n_repeats = 3,
random_state = 1)
Call GridSearchCV (estimator=model, param_grid=grid, n_jobs=−1, cv=cv,
scoring=‘accuracy’, error_score = 0)
Fit the model by calling grid_search.fit (X, y)

NB #Define objective function as x, noise = 0.1): , noise = normal (loc = 0, scale=noise)
Allocate grid-based sample of the domain [0, 1] with rage arange (0, 1, 0.01)
Find the optimal result using argmax (y) from the library from numpy import argmax
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Patients and other relevant kidney associations suggests that albumin, serum creatinine, and anemia are the
indicators of ESRD. DKD can silently advance towards end stage renal disease, early detection and timely
intervention is critical, screening of serum creatinine, albuminuria and anemia is recommended. High serum
creatinine level and amount between 30 to 300 mg of albumin loss per day was considered to be insignificant
previously, but presently with research advances it is now considered to be significant by current clinical
practice that emphasize albuminuria. Patients with CKD are at increased risk of anemia; hence
hemoglobin should be measured in patients with CKD, specifically when renal function declines.
Normochromic normocytic anemia develops from the decreased renal synthesis of erythropoietin, the
hormone responsible for bone marrow stimulation for red blood cell (RBC) production. Uremia-induced
platelet dysfunction enhances the bleeding is considered to be one of the other causes of anemia in DKD.
Complete Blood Count shows normochromic normocytic anemia.

Age and Sex are considered in every patient when diagnosing the DKD, but present study includes more
specific parameters related to kidney function to intervene the early detection of renal failure progression.
Present is not involving the patient’s cross-sectional study, but it is rather a study which gives methods to
early intervention of renal failure progression to prevent end stage renal failure and renal replacement.
Relation of age and sex with interventional method described in present study is not the scope of present
study. Rather present study provides an interventional method for early detection of renal failure to
prevent end stage renal failure.

Once the set of features are selected, the models for this research are constructed. We conduct a ten-fold
cross-validation to validate the performance of the models. Our UCI dataset is divided into numerous subsets,
which were processed ten times. Approximately 90% of the dataset is used for training, and the remaining
10% is used for testing. Finally, the results are obtained by averaging each of the ten repetitions. The datasets
are arranged according to stratified sampling. The following neural network layers are available to build
sophisticated architectures:

� ConvolutionLayer

� DenseLayer

� SubsamplingLayer

� BatchNormalization

� LSTM

� GlobalPoolingLayer

� OutputLayer: generates classification/regression outputs

4 Results

The performance of the proposed classifier techniques were measured using performance measures:
accuracy, F-measure, recall, precision, and confusion matrix. Accuracy is represented as percentage and is
the ratio of the correctly predicted attributes to the total observations. The prediction model is acceptable
if the accuracy is high, and if the dataset is symmetric, its attribute values of false positives and false
negatives are similar in number. The F-score or F-measure is the weighted mean of the precision (P) and
recall (R). P is the ratio of the correctly predicted positive attributes to the total predicted positive
attributes, whereas R is the number of positive attribute predictions from the total positive examples in
the dataset. The confusion matrix is a 2 × 2 matrix containing four outcomes produced by a binary
classifier. The four outcomes are classified as true positives: correct positive prediction, false positive:
incorrect positive prediction, true negative: correct negative prediction, and false negative: incorrect
negative prediction. This section presents the performance of the tests. The 25 attributes, selected featured
attributes, 1 selected attribute, and all the 6 classifying techniques applied to identify suitable features
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were analyzed. The 6 classifiers were applied to 9200 combinations of the attributes, and the performance
was measured and reported for each classifier. The classifier performance of the six ML methods on
various the combinations of the attributes was investigated sequentially. All the investigation outcomes,
particularly the accuracy, P, and F-measure of each technique, were collected for the analysis. Tables 5
and 6 list the accuracy, P, R, and F-measure of each classifier, with only a few key attributes directing the
prediction of the early stage of DKD. Thus, the best accuracy of 87.5% was attained by SVM, RF, and
KNN with the key features, and accuracy of 87% was attained by DT. The NN and NB techniques
yielded good results and could also be implemented in the predication process; however, they lagged in
comparison to the SVM, RF, and KNN techniques. Table 7, summarizes the techniques considering the
features of age, blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, and anemia. It reveals that DL is the best
performer when multiple attributes are considered. The DL accuracy was 86.1%, recall was 86.2%, and
precision was 84.2% with <86% correctly identified or classified attributes. The performance matrix of
RF was similar to that of DL, but with respect to precision, it lagged by 0.030. NB, SVM, DT, and KNN
did not perform well, and their accuracy, recall, and precision performance measurements were below
85%. Table 8, include the complete attributes mentioned in Table 2. SVM, DL, and RF attained 99%
accuracy with almost correctly identified attributes, whereas NB, DT, and KNN attained <95% accuracy
(Table 8). Therefore, increasing the number of features in the framework can yield better performance
with most classifying techniques.

Table 5: Classifiers on only one selected feature

Techniques Features Correctly classified
attributes in %

Incorrectly classified
attributes in %

NB SC 83.5 16.5

SVM SC 87.5 12.5

DL SC 83 17

RF SC 87.5 12.5

DT SC 87 13

KNN SC 87.5 12.5

Table 6: Classifiers on only one selected feature

Techniques Features Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

NB SC 0.871 0.835 0.838 0.835

SVM SC 0.891 0.875 0.877 0.875

DL SC 0.844 0.830 0.832 0.83

RF SC 0.896 0.875 0.877 0.875

DT SC 0.893 0.870 0.872 0.87

KNN SC 0.896 0.875 0.877 0.875
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In the proposed framework, we presented that the classifier algorithms could predict the end stage of
DKD using ML based on the UCI Machine Learning Dataset Repository. We applied a cloud computing-
based framework to improve the ability of the prediction system to detect DKD. Initially, we constructed
a cloud computing framework on Google cloud to implement the classifiers and provide a database of
patients for storing and retrieving data when required by the end user. Finally, we implemented various
ML classification techniques on the dataset and generated results.

Diabetes is a major cause of kidney disorder. The lack of early recognition and laboratory assessment
could lead to a transition of CKD in patients with diabetes to ESRD, if not addressed. The objectives of
this study were to detect renal function in patients with diabetes in the region of Saudi Arabia and to
identify the level of renal impairment. This can lead to more effective healthcare delivery and
subsequently prevent the transition of renal damage to ESRD. Identifying the level of renal impairment
can bring awareness among people about risk factors and prevent further kidney damage. This can reduce
the medical expenses for diabetes patients, and, thus, the financial burden on the health ministry of Saudi
Arabia. Consequently, this study can significantly contribute to community health and awareness in the
region of Wadi Ad Dawaser and its surrounding areas. In the present study, various parameters of the
renal function were measured in patients: blood urea, creatinine, electrolytes (sodium and potassium),
creatinine clearance, microalbuminuria, and urine analysis. All the renal function parameters obtained
from the laboratory reports of the patients were subjected to statistical analysis and compared to
international standard levels. The cloud data transaction of our proposed system is not only stored but
also processed in a cloud environment. Hence, we proposed a privacy-preserved transaction between the
cloud server and the client. To achieve this setting, the data must be processed in the run time on a
virtualized cloud platform. We used the CP-ABE tool kit, which is based on the PBC library and supports

Table 7: Classifiers on a combination of selected features

Techniques Features Accuracy Recall Precision

NB Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.852 0.855 0.824

SVM Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.855 0.857 0.832

DL Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.861 0.862 0.842

RF Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.86 0.862 0.836

DT Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.845 0.847 0.773

KNN Age, BP, Cad, Ane 0.802 0.805 0.799

Table 8: Classifiers on all features

Techniques Accuracy Correctly classified
attributes in %

Incorrectly classified
attributes in %

NB 0.95 0.95 0.5

SVM 0.99 0.99 0.1

DL 0.99 0.99 0.25

RF 0.99 0.99 0.1

DT 0.96 0.95 4.25

KNN 0.96 0.95 4.25
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a Linux-based operating system. Fig. 4 shows our proposed algorithm and the key transactions under various
conditions of cloud operations, such as setup, key generation, encryption, and decryption.

Fig. 5 consists of three graphs a-c. They display the key setup time, key generation, and time taken by the
cloud server, respectively. Our approach considers different file sizes for the encryption and decryption of the
transactions between the client and the cloud server under different privileges.

5 Conclusion

In the present study, kidney function in patients with diabetes was assessed. Owing to a lack of early
detection and clinical results, diabetes can slowly progress to DKD and eventually to ESRD. The major
challenge is to detect it in the initial stage and the DKD onset, thereby improving the DKD outcomes,
and thus, reducing cardiovascular morbidity. Our study can strengthen therapeutic interventions for
preventing KD, which can reinforce health policies and probably reduce the burden on the health sector
and government expenses on DKD. Hence, thorough management of CKD patients includes a good
assessment of the risk factors, a complete physical examination, and laboratory studies. Consequently,
early detection of DKD through most optimized hyper-parameter machine learning is recommended. We
used a grid search technique in our proposed framework to optimize the parameters of different classifiers
to drive their learning capabilities. Further research is needed to develop federated learning algorithms
that can divide features among different clients in a more powerful and scalable way. The learning

(a) Setup time (b) KeyGen time

(c) Encryption and Decryption time

Figure 5: Result on our implemented prototype system on Linux system i7 second generation
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process will also be enhanced by highly efficient homomorphic encryption algorithms. In addition, adaptive
learning algorithms that protect privacy, including hybrid algorithms and anti-malicious attack algorithms,
should receive more attention.
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